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The mixing of constituent ions on an atomic scale accomplished in single phase metal-organic 
precursors facilitates the occurrence and completion of the reactions such as decomposition, 
oxidation and reduction at reduced temperatures and in shorter times. This has been particu- 
larly shown for the first series of transition metals and for the lanthanide elements for which 
simple, and mixed oxides or their oxide solid-solutions have been prepared via decomposition 
and treatment of their respective organic salt precursors. The method gives compounds with 
increased homogeneity, purity and reactivity and allows isolation of submicronic solids and 
sometimes of new metastable phases, which could not have been obtained by high-temperature 
reactions. The morphological and other application properties of these submicronic solids and 
of new metastable phases can be widely modified and regulated by varying the composition 
and treatment given to the metal-organic precursors. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
For many years, inorganic and organic precursors of 
metals have been utilized for preparation of simple 
and complex metal oxides and other related systems. 
These efforts have uniquely contributed towards 
forging ahead the practice of soft chemical methods in 
inorganic syntheses thus providing new and effective 
means for production of active solids. As early as 
1951, Robin and Benard [1, 2] carried out the decom- 
position of the mixed oxalates of iron and cobalt in 
order to study the iron-cobalt oxygen system. This 
initial work was followed by that of Wickham and 
co-workers [3, 4] who extended this work for the 
preparation of a number of mixed oxide compounds. 
Side by side, use of various inorganic precursors such 
as those of metal nitrates, sulphates, carbonates, and 
oxide hydrates continued for the preparation of various 
mixed metal oxides. For over two decades we have 
been interested in the problems of inorganic syntheses 
using metal-organic salt methods. This has resulted in 
studies aimed at extending the range of the metal- 
organic precursors [5, 6] and have enabled us to obtain 
effective means for isolating submicronic solids and 
new metastable phases with original application 
properties [7, 8]. 

This paper presents a brief outline of the current 
practice of metal-organic precursors giving examples 
of preparation of simple and mixed oxides and oxide 
solid-solutions for the elements of the first transition 
metals series and the lanthanides. The aspects of 
preparation and characterization of already known 

compounds, of submicronic solids and of new meta- 
stable phases have been addressed with a view to 
exemplify the proper and rational utilization of the 
metal-organic precursor method in regulating and 
modifying the original application properties of the 
products. 

2. Metal-organic precursors and their 
rational utilization in syntheses of 
inorganic solids 

According to Yoldas [9] the term "metal-organic" 
includes the compounds having organic groups along 
with a metal (or metals) and in which organic groups 
are bound to a metal via oxygen, etc. In these solids 
which are generally the salts constituted of simple or 
complex ions, one or more metals are associated to the 
organic anions susceptible of having a "coordinating" 
effect in certain cases. 

From the viewpoint of the synthetic strategies more 
interesting compounds that we have distinguished can 
be grouped into two series. The first group of the salts 
is formed by the anions with less carbon and includes 
salts such as formates HCOO-, acetates CH3COO 
and oxalates C20]- etc., of metal ions. The second 
group comprises the complex salt-forming anions 
which are richer in carbon. This includes the salts of 
lactates C 3 H 5 0 3 ,  tartrates C4H4022- and citrates 
C6H503-  . Though a complete set of such salts does 
not exist for every metal in the periodic table of the 
elements, in general, it is possible to isolate at least one 
salt for each metal, in solid form. This equally applies 
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either for the simple salts like oxalates of bivalent 
metals M"C204-2H20  (M I' = iron, cobalt, nickel, 
zinc, c o p p e r , . . . )  or for the complex salts like the 
trivalent metal oxalates (NHa)3[Ml"(C204)3[ �9 3H20, 
(M"~= iron, chromium, aluminium, vanadium, 
gallium). Several substitutions suitably carried out on 
bivalent cations in the first case and on trivalent 
cations and on ammonium ions in the second case, 
result in a mixing of many metallic elements on an 
atomic level and permit preparation of mixed com- 
pounds and solid solutions. Combination of tran- 
sition metal ions and rare earth ions to give their 
mixed oxides was realized by Szabo [6], using the 
mixed citrates of the type (NH4)3ILnmMm(OH) 
(C6H407)2]'nH20, where Ln represents rare earth 
or yttrium and M m represents iron, manganese, 
vanadium, chromium, . . . . Szabo [6] prepared a very 
wide range of mixed oxide compounds taking advan- 
tage of the substitutions suitably carried out on the 
rare earth sites and on the transition metal atoms and 
of incorporation of aluminium and gallium ions as 
well. In a single phase metal-organic precursor, incor- 
poration of two or more metal ions in a controlled 
manner have permitted preparation of mixed com- 
pounds or solid solutions of metal oxides [1, 8, 10, 11] 
metal carbides [12], metal nitrides [13], and metal 
chalcogenides [14, 15]. One simple decomposition in 
air of the metal-organic precursors may directly lead 
to the formation of mixed oxides or solid solutions 
only in a certain number of cases. However, more 
often, rigorous conditions are required to be main- 
tained for obtaining the desired products. In fact, initial 
oxidation states of the transition metal ions are rarely 
conserved during the pyrolysis of their organic salts in 
air atmosphere. At the moment of decomposition 
of the metal-organic salt precursor in a strongly 
reducing atmosphere (e.g. CO-CO2), a diminution 
of the oxidation state takes place followed by an 
increase, when oxygen reappears over the extremely 
reactive solid phase [7, 16, 17]. 

These fluctuations are often cause for demixing and 
appearance of polyphase systems. In view of this, a 
deeper analysis of the salt decomposition mechanism 
and also of the oxide formation, at the same time 
must be made for attaining the maximum efficacy of 
the process. These analyses show generally the necessity 
to control the oxygen pressures and thus to use a 
specific schedule of heat treatment for the precursors. 

As an example, let us consider the case of the 
preparation of solid solutions e(Al~ x Cr,)2 03 starting 
from the precursor (NHa)3IAll xCrx(C2Oa)3[3H20, 
its decomposition in air systematically yields a mixture 
of rhombohedral solid solutions: one based on cor- 
undum e-A1203 and the other based on the escolaite 
~-Cr203. Many hours of heating at high temperatures 
(1300~ are then necessary to attain monophase 
solids. Contrarily, the decomposition of the same salt 
precursors in an oxidation-reduction atmosphere 
(Hz/H20) (during the course of which the chromium 
maintains its oxidation state as + 3), at relatively low 
rate of temperature increase (150 ~ C h ~) enables one 
to obtain directly the phases c~-(Al~_xCrx)203. Accord- 
ingly, the composition of the solid solutions appearing 

between 600 and 1000 ~ C by the same procedure rules 
out the necessity of processing the precursors at high 
temperatures [17]. 

3. Preparation and properties of 
materials obtained via organic 
precursor methods: some 
representative examples 

3.1. Soft synthesis of already known mixed 
inorganic compounds 

In the beginning, the organic precursors had been 
essentially used with the purpose of facilitating the 
synthesis of mixed phases or solid-solutions of oxids, 
carbides, nitrides and sulphides. In fact, these com- 
pounds are generally prepared by ceramic methods, 
which necessitate some "hard" conditions: high- 
temperatures and long-duration processing, the 
grinding-operations and sometimes even the use of 
high pressures. 

Organic precursors permit the use of a lower 
preparation temperature in particular, and reduce 
treatment time. The grinding and sometimes even the 
application of high pressures may be largely dropped 
or avoided while using the organic precursors. The 
purity, stoichiometry and compositional homogeneity 
of the products are equally improved. For example, 
the rare earth aluminates, LnA103, have been obtained 
by Szabo [6] at 900 ~ C by simple decomposition of the 
citrates (NH4) 31Ln(OH)AI(C6H407)2[ �9 nH20 in air. 
Ceramic preparation methods of the same require 
many hours of heating at temperatures of the order of 
1500 ~ The perovskite manganites HoMnO3 and 
YMnO3, earlier prepared in particularly difficult con- 
ditions, which necessitate in addition to a temperature 
of 900~ a pressure of 80kbar [18, 19], have been 
obtained by Szabo by simple decomposition of the 
corresponding mixed citrates [6, 20]. Finally, to illus- 
trate the advantages obtained with respect to purity 
we consider the case of FeA103, the orthorhombic 
phase, whose stability domain is situated between 1320 
and 1420 ~ C and which cannot be prepared in a pure 
state by the ceramic method [21, 22]. It is by employing 
the precursor (NH4) 3 [Feo.sAlo.5(C204) 313H20 that we 
could synthesize this compound without a trace of 
unreacted alumina [7]. 

A considerable decrease in preparation temperature 
is not without effect on the morphology, which in 
certain cases can be regulated (in terms of size, form 
and elementary grain texture of the particles produced 
by the precursor method); and on structure particularly 
with respect to the distribution of cations in the crystal 
network. The example of the ferrites obtained by these 
methods below 500 ~ C are well known [23, 24] in this 
context. 

3.2. Effect on the establishment of equilibria 
between different phases 

M o s t  of the phase diagrams have been constructed 
with the help of solid-solid reactions equilibria. In the 
present case, this occurs very often when the kinetics 
of the reaction is slow such that the state of the equi- 
librium may not be attained in reasonable time. This 
then results in errors when the domain of miscibility is 
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on the low temperature side, in particular. Thus for the 
Fe-Cr-A1-O system, studied starting with the solids 
emerging initially from the precursors (NH4)3 IFe~-x ~- 
AlxCry(C204)313H20, we have obtained prima facie 
evidence of total miscibility of the oxides Fe304- 
FeA1204 and FeCr204 starting at 700~ [8]. 

Previously, in this very system, existence of a very 
large miscibility gap had been inferred [25] below 
1000 ~ C. It is of obvious interest that our results have 
been observed to be in accord with the recently reported 
theoretical work of Petric and Jacob [26]. 

3.3. Observation and elucidation of new 
metastable phases 

This is one of the more interesting areas of the 
processes involving organic precursors. Often, in fact, 
these metastable phases have not been recorded earlier. 
These very phases present original properties (see 
Section 3.5) but, at the same time as they transform to 
the stable phases, these metastable phases permit 
study of the mechanisms of reactions in solids [27]. 

The metastable phases appear either directly, after 
decomposition of the precursors, or indirectly, via 
subjecting the solids which emerge from pyrolysis to 
the gas-solid reactions at low temperatures. 

Szabo [6] and Sallavuard [15] have directly obtained 
hexagonal SmA103, and hexagonal gallates LnGaO3, 
of the first five lanthanides, utilizing the decomposition 
of the corresponding citrates. By employing one similar 
method involving the pyrolysis of corresponding metal 
nitrates, Bertaut and Mareschal [28] earlier obtained 
hexagonal aluminates LnA103 (Ln = europium, 
gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium, holmium, erbium 
and yttrium). The domain of existence of these systems 
being lower than 1000~ rules out their preparation 
by typical ceramic methods. The decomposition of 
the mixed oxalates of chromium and aluminium in 
oxidation-reduction atmosphere directly leads to the 
formation of cubic 7-(All_xCrx)203 solid solutions of 
the spinel type, identifiable by electron diffraction [29]. 
By an indirect way, but again starting with very reactive 
oxides that result from the decomposition of iron- 
based mixed oxalates in air atmosphere, we have been 
able to illustrate the formation of a number of cubic 
lacunar spinel phases. These consist of metastable 
solid solutions derived by the substitution of ferric 
sesquioxide 7-Fe203. On one side, Fe 3§ ions are sub- 
stituted by trivalent ions, e.g. A13+, Cr 3+ [30-32], and 
on the other, Fe 3+ ions and vacancies are substituted 
with the divalent ions, e.g. Co 2+, Zn 2+, Mn 2+, Ni 2+ 
[33-36]. These phases which have their domain of 
existence below 700 ~ C could not have been synthesized 
by ceramic procedures. With the advent of these 
phases, intensive studies on their physicochemical 
properties resulted, aimed at investigating correlations 
with their compositions and position of vacancies in 
the spinel lattice [31, 34, 37-40]. 

3.4. Preparation of submicronic solids 
The decomposition of the organic precursors that 
terminates generally at low temperature (say 200 to 
500 ~ C) always gives very finely divided phases com- 
prising the crystallites of several nanometres (specific 

surfaces being higher than 100m 2g-~) and non- 
identifiable with X-rays (see Fig. 1). At this stage and 
in the case of polymetallic organic precursors, the 
oxides formed are already mixed phases or solid sol- 
utions like those we have shown several times in 
studying their specific reactivity vis-h-vis intimate 
mixing of the simple oxides in them. 

The annealing schedule that follows the thermal 
decomposition of the precursors permits improvement 
and regulation of the average dimensions of the crystal- 
lites to the desired values. This can be interesting, for 
example, in tailoring and modifying ceramics. Also 
contrary to what happens in the solid-solid reactions, 
the size of the crystallites is little "frozen" by the 
temperature. Rather, it has an evolutive character and 
thus can be better controlled and regulated. The 
chemical reactivity of a solid is very strongly linked 
with its state of division. Our studies, with all the 
interest attached to obtain very divided phases for 
realizing the gas solid reactions at very low tempera- 
tures for which no similar reactions exist for massive 
solids, have amply testified this. An illustrative example 
for this is the preparation of rate-earth sulphides and 
oxysulphides [15] or that of the magnetites substituted 
by manganese [36], achieved at temperatures lower 
than 500 to 600 ~ C, against that of earlier preparations 
which resulted in large crystallites of size of several 
tens of nanometres. 

These possibilities of controlling the state of division 
of solids permit new investigations in the area of 
chemical reactivity. The kinetic studies initiated in 
collaboration with Gillot et al. have produced some 
original results concerning the relations between the 
positions of the ions in the spinel lattice and their 
aptitude towards oxidation [36, 41]. 

3.5. Original and application properties of 
new metastable phases 

In general, these properties are linked either to the 
state of division of solids or to their original structure, 
characteristic of their preparation at low temperature. 
One of the first experimental verifications of the 
theories of Neel [42], on the superparamagnetism of fine 
antiferromagnetic particles was made in collaboration 
with Mollard [43] utilizing the solid solutions ~- 
(Fe0.24 �9 C r 0 . 7 6 ) 2 0 3  obtained at 400 ~ C starting with the 
oxalate precursor (NH4) 31Feo.24Cro.76(C204) 313H20. 
The control of the size of the crystallite s permitted us 
to give for the first time evidence of the evolution of 
the blocking temperature, TB, as proposed theoretically 
(Fig. 2). 

In the area of the materials for high density magnetic 
recording purposes, the utilization of the precursors 
(Fe~_x_yMxM~)C204" 2H20, where M and M' rep- 
resent cobalt, zinc, nickel and manganese, have 
permitted us to prepare new lacunar ferrites [44] of the 
type: 

3+ 2+ 3+ 2+ 2 Fe Zn IFe Co [] O , 3--3x 3x 5+x--2y 3y l-(x+y)l 12 

(0 < x + y  < 1). 

The interest in these phases has considerably increased 
since we determined their preparation in the form 
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Figure 1 Electron micrograph of iron oxide 
obtained by pyrolysis of iron oxalate below 300 ~ C. 

of acicular particles with very reduced dimensions 
(0.35 #m • 0.05 #m) (see Fig. 3). Control of the size 
of the crystallites in the interior of these acicules 
permits us to obtain higher values of the coercive 
field, H e ( - 1 0 0 0 O e  or more), of  the saturation 
magnetization, as(80emug-1),  and of remanence 
magnetization, aR(45 emu g-l) .  

The possibility of producing in the same compound, 
evolution from a very finely divided state, to a bulk 
massive form is of great interest in the study of the 
thermodynamic properties and, in particular, to the 
study of surface energies. In this connection we have 
shown a difference of  8 kJ mol -  ~ for enthalpy of trans- 
formation of 7-Fe203 involving a change of the specific 
surface from 90 to 20 m 2 g-1 [45]. 
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Again it is the exceptional chemical reactivity of the 
very finely divided phases that has permitted us to 
obtain the oxygen spinels possessing tetrahedrally 
ordered vacancies, as is the case with the compound 
Fe 3 + [][Cr~ + lOaf [40]. Also, in collaboration with Gillot 
we have observed for the first time the phenomenon of  
conductivity by hopping on the tetrahedral sites in a 
spinel lattice [46]. 

4. Conclusion 
The overview summarizing the possibilities offered by 
the use of organic precursors gives an idea about the 
motivations attached to these procedures. 

Of course, this metal-organic precursor method, 
like all other methods, is not a universal one and has 

d(nmi 
Figure 2 Evolution of the blocking temperature (TB) as a 
function of the crystalline size (d). 



Figure 3 Electron micrograph of  acicular ferrites. 

some weaknesses notably at the level of yield since one 
large part of the initial starting material is lost. More- 
over, traces of carbon can exist in some phases obtained 
in reducing atmospheres. It is clear, after numerous 
examples that we have cited, that this method presents 
good advantages over the ceramic method on the level 
of efficacy in preparation of pure and homogeneous 
phases and also in controlling their morphology. Like 
many other techniques of the "soft chemistry" (such 
as sol gel, lyophilization, etc.) the principle of the 
method is based on achieving a dispersion of metallic 
elements on an atomic scale in the organic precursors 
in the desired proportions to give, after combination, 
the requisite inorganic solids. 

To utilize all the advantages of  these methods based 
on organic precursors, it is important that the synthesis 
of the precursor must be such as to give a very homo- 
geneous distribution. Furthermore, this homogeneity 
must not be disrupted during the course of decompo- 
sition and with different subsequent treatment of the 
precursor. In view of  this, detailed studies on the 
decomposition mechanism of metal-organic precur- 
sors and on the characterization of the liquid-solid 
equilibria that establishes just at the moment of 
preparation of  the precursor itself, are all the more 
justified. 

In conclusion, the metal organic precursor method 
has continued to play a strong contributory role in the 
arsenal of soft chemical methods of preparative solid 
state chemistry. The studies on preparation and 
characterization of submicronic solids and of  new 
metastable phases obtained via the organic precursor 
method have helped in identifying and modifying the 
original properties of  these active solids and in linking 
and explaining the structural and mechanistic aspects 
associated with the more involved processing of 
metal-organic precursors. 
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